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Background.  At least 30% of outpatient antibiotic prescriptions are unnecessary. 
Outpatient antibiotic stewardship can improve prescribing and minimize the threat of 
antibiotic resistance. We assessed primary care physicians’ (PCPs) perceptions of anti-
biotic resistance, inappropriate antibiotic use, and the need for and impact of antibiotic 
stewardship activities.

Methods.  We conducted a national survey of 1,550 internal and family medicine 
physicians and pediatricians recruited from a medical market research panel. Quotas 
were established to recruit participants by geographic region and specialty. For sample 
representativeness, survey weights were generated according to these characteristics 
using the American Medical Association’s Masterfile.

Results.  Among respondents, 94% agreed that resistance is a problem in the 
United States, but only 55% felt it was a problem for their practice; 65% of respondents 
agreed they had seen an increase in resistant infections in their patients over the past 
5 years. Responses about inappropriate antibiotic use were similar: 91% agreed that 
it was a problem, but 37% agreed that it is a problem in their practice. Additionally, 
60% felt they prescribed antibiotics more appropriately than their peers. For anti-
biotic stewardship, 91% felt it was appropriate for office-based practices, but 53% 
believed that discussions with patients on the appropriate use of antibiotics is suffi-
cient to address the problem. The majority of respondents indicated they were likely, 
very likely, or extremely likely to implement stewardship interventions in response 
to feedback or incentives from payers or health departments. The activities with the 
strongest likelihood to spur stewardship adoption included the state health department 
publishing local resistance patterns (82%), a payer creating a stand-alone incentive 
program for stewardship (80%), or a payer including it in a broader quality incentive 
program (76%).

Conclusion.  PCPs feel that antibiotic resistance, inappropriate prescribing, and 
stewardship are important in the United States, but not for their own practices. This 
disconnect poses a challenge for the success of outpatient stewardship programs. 
Incentive or data feedback activities may help encourage stewardship uptake.
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Background.  Prescribing an antibiotic is a complex process involving an inter-
play of prescriber’s knowledge, diagnostic acumen and patient factors. Understanding 
the prescriber rationale is key to provide feedback which might improve appropriate-
ness of antibiotic prescribing. Currently, there are limited data on prescribing and test 
ordering practices among primary care physicians.

Methods.  We surveyed primary care physicians taking care of adults (age 
18 years and above). Physicians were contacted through the Idaho State Medical Board 
by a one-time email containing the survey link. The survey consisted of 25 questions 
under 2 major themes of diagnostic and antimicrobial stewardship (AS). It assessed 
physicians’ practice setting, ordering of diagnostic tests and antibiotics for common 
infections, delivery of patient education regarding antibiotics, availability of antibio-
gram and antimicrobial stewardship services, and assessment of penicillin allergy. Two 
infectious diseases physicians independently reviewed the results for appropriateness 
of testing and antibiotic prescribing per IDSA guidelines.

Results.  Of 929 physicians surveyed, 157 (17%) responded. Of the respondents, 
95 (61%) were male, the mean age was 50 years, and 72% worked in outpatient settings 
and were family medicine specialists. Only 55% of physicians reported having an AS 
program at their healthcare facility. Test-of-cure for C. difficile infection (24%) and UTI 
(13%) and use of superficial culture data to guide the treatment of osteomyelitis (27%) 
were the most common reasons for inappropriate testing. Longer than recommended 
duration, antibiotic combinations with overlap of spectrum, and guideline-discordant 
indications for prescribing antibiotics were the main reasons for inappropriate antibiotic 
use. The main factors influencing the decision to prescribe an antibiotic were diagnostic 
uncertainty (42%), being unsure of patient follow-up (23%) and cost of testing (21%).

Conclusion.  The survey results highlight the need for prescriber education for decreas-
ing inappropriate test ordering and antibiotic prescribing. Additional studies involving a 
review of patient records, lab and prescription data are needed to confirm these practices.
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Background.  Converting intravenous (IV) antibiotics to an oral (PO) route is an im-
portant stewardship activity to reduce patient harm, including extravasation, thrombophle-
bitis, and catheter-related infections. The INFORMER Project aims to develop a “smart” 
electronic tool to streamline IV to PO conversion in eligible patients using an algorithm 
derived from patient-level data. In designing the algorithm, we noted significant clinician 
subjectivity in reviewing PO eligibility criteria. To support algorithm development and 
frontline clinician buy in for future e-tool use, an initial step of our project explored agree-
ment level for IV to PO switch between general internal medicine (GIM) vs. ID clinicians.

Methods.  A  convenience sample of GIM patients (tertiary teaching hospital) 
were reviewed in a 4-month pilot. Patients were still on the ward and received a target 
IV antibiotic (fluoroquinolone, sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, clindamycin, metro-
nidazole, linezolid, fluconazole, voriconazole, azithromycin). To mimic real-time 
decision-making, clinicians (MD and PharmDs) retrospectively assessed IV to PO eli-
gibility of the last IV antibiotic dose on admission for (1) GI/absorption, (2) clinical 
stability and (3) global review (but not given specific thresholds/criteria). Agreement 
level was compared for ID vs. non-ID reviews.

Results.  Overall, 52 patients’ IV to PO eligibility was assessed by multiple clini-
cians; 5 GIM teams and 6 ID MDs or PharmDs participated. ID vs. GIM respective 
assessment of Global eligibility was 61% vs. 48% (agreement in 71% of cases). ID vs. 
GIM assessment of acceptable absorption was 82% vs. 67%; acceptable clinical stability 
was 64% vs. 62% (Fig 1). Clinician comments were reviewed to identify algorithm 
improvements and areas for frontline education.

Conclusion.  Our results are consistent with prior data suggesting up to 40–50% of 
patients may be eligible for IV to PO conversion, even at institutions that have IV to PO pro-
tocols. Our data also shows that overall, ID clinicians were more likely to assess a patient as 
ready for PO antibiotics vs. non-ID clinicians. Our findings are important as understanding 


